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September 2020 

THE EDITO 
The content of this issue has 
changed a lot with the global 
situation and the cancellation of 
many events, both winter and 
summer. And yes, skiing is 
exported in summer. Ski 
jumping, roller skiing with its 
variant of biathlon. 
But Hors-Pistes has been able to 
adapt and offers you for this issue 
a big gap in time and also in the 
evolution of skiing. Indeed, this 
issue invites you to come back to 
the first ski champion that France 
knew. I want to talk to you of 
course about Emile Allais, the 
legend, the pioneer. 

He would certainly have liked the 
evolution of skiing with its new 
disciplines including skicross. We will 
set off to discover this French team 
which has dominated this discipline 
for several years. We will also discover 
these French resorts which invest in 
skicross and which host stages of the 
World Cup. 
We will end with an exhibition held 
during the Youth Olympic Games 
organized by Lausanne, some of 
which took place in the French Jura. 
Good reading,    
              

YANNICK 

 
Autographed Skicross World Cup bib in 

particular 
by Alizée Baron and Arnaud Bovolenta, 

YS Collection 

 

 

 
Diploma awarded to Georges Berthet 

From the French team, 3rd in the Military Ski Race 

 

 

In N ° 0, I presented to you our first 
medal winners of the Olympic Winter 
Games in Chamonix, in 1924. I am very 
proud to present to you as part in this 
number, the diploma awarded to 
Georges Berthet, member of the team of 
France military patrol. 

This diploma was presented at an 
exhibition held in February 2020, in Les 
Rousses (Jura), during the Youth 
Olympic Games. Exhibition to which I 
return at greater length in this issue, as 
the pieces presented were so varied, rare 
and magnificent. 

https://www.google.fr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjGh-mV26fjAhUFhRoKHbiHCI0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.rossignol.com/fr/rossignol-women/rossignol-women-ski-wear/rossignol-women-ski-wear-ski-jackets.html&psig=AOvVaw3Yn9vFtiOzI-6LqSUyGoJC&ust=1562757383877719
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ALLAIS, THE LEGEND OF EMILE  
The title of this article on Emile 
Allais is borrowed from that of his 
biography written jointly by Gilles 
Chappaz and Karen Allais 
Pallender (See N ° 0 of Hors-
Pistes). 
 

Cover  published by the Post Office with the 
effigy of Emile Allais, - YS Collection

 
 
Born in February 1912 in Megève 
(Haute-Savoie) to baker parents, 
Emile Allais is considered the 
father of French skiing or the 
pioneer of white gold in France. 
 
Postcard from Megève at the beginning of the 

20th century - Edition E. Socquet - Internet

 
 
He is a legend, a glory of French 
sport. He got on his first skis at 
the age of seven to eight. 
In 1932, he joined the French 
Alpine Ski Team. In 1934, he 
participated in his first World 
Championships in Saint Moritz, 
Switzerland. He is respectively 
35th in downhill, 29th in slalom 
and 27th in combined. 

The following year, he became the 
first French medalist at the Alpine 
Skiing World Championships. 

 
Cancellations in French and German for the 1934 

World Ski Championships - YS Collection 

 

In Murren (Switzerland) he won two 
silver medals in downhill and 
combined. February 1936, the fourth 
Olympic Winter Games are held in 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany. 
 

 
Postcard on the Olympic Games in Garmisch 

Partenkirchen in 1936 - YS Collection 
 

Alpine skiing is part of the Olympic 
program for the first time. For his 
sole participation, Emile Allais won 
the bronze medal in combined 
behind the Germans 

Franz Pfnur and Gustav 
Lantschner. 

 
Front of the newspaper "Match the Intran" 

from 02/18/1936 - YS Collection 
 

 
 
1937 saw the World 
Championships take place for 
the first time in France, in 
Chamonix. After the first 
Olympic Winter Games in 1924, 
Chamonix organized the second 
largest winter sports event. 
 

 
Postcard of the World Ski Championships in 

Chamonix in 1937 - YS Collection 
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Emile Allais crushed these 
Championships by signing a 
magnificent treble by winning 
all three gold medals in slalom, 
downhill and combined. 
 

Cover of the Illustration announcing the 
three titles of Emile Allais - YS Collection 

 

 
 
On the downhill and combined 
podium, he is accompanied by 
another Frenchman, Maurice 
Lafforgue, double silver 
medalist, father of twin sisters 
Britt and Ingrid, alpine skiers 
and French champions of the 
early 1970s. 
 

 
Maurice Lafforgue and Emile Allais - 

Postcard - YS Collection 

 
Emile Allais exhausted after his downhill title in 

Chamonix – Cover of the Miroir des Sports  
 YS Collection 

 
 
That same year he created the future 
National Ski and Mountaineering 
School (ENSM). It was the start of 
French ski lessons. Emile Allais then 
becomes the first qualified instructor. 
 

 
Cover of the book written by Emile Allais on the 
"French Ski Teaching Method"  - YS Collection 

 
In 1938, the world championships 
were held in Engelberg (Switzerland) 
and Emile Allais again won a treble 
with the silver medal in downhill and 
slalom and the title of world  

Envelope of the Organizing Committee for the 
1938 World Championships in Engelberg  

 YS Collection

 

 
Champion in Combined. In 
downhill, he is preceded by a very 
young 16-year-old Frenchman, 
James Couttet, from Chamonix. 
 
James Coutet on the front page of the Miroir des 

Sports after his title of World Champion  
 YS Collection

 
 

His sports career ended with the 
Second World War. Mobilized as 
an Alpine hunter, he joined the 
resistance and then participated in 
the liberation. 
 

 
Postcard - YS Collection 
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After the war, he will export his 
know-how. He successively 
coaches the national teams of 
Chile, Canada and then the 
United States. 
 

Postcard of Squaw Valley edited for the 1960 
Olympic Games - YS Collection

 

At the same time, he participated 
in the creation and construction 
of the resorts of Squaw Valley, 
which will host the Olympic 
Winter Games in 1960 and 
Portillo, which will host the 
World Alpine Skiing 
Championships in 1966. 

 
Block of stamps issued for the Alpine Skiing 

World Championships in Portillo in 1966 - YS 
Collection 

Back in France, he began working 
for new resorts such as Flaine, 
Vars, La Plagne and Courchevel, 
whose World Cup slalom stadium 
now bears his name. He 
participates in the growth and 
development of these. 

 
 

 
Courchevel resort advertising postcard 

YS Collection 
On this poster, we recognize the 
silhouette of Emile Allais, from a 
photo making the front page of Paris 
Match in January 1955. 

 
Cover of Paris Match - YS Collection 

 

 
Emile Allais on the slopes of Courchevel - YS 
Collection 

 
 

He also participated in the 
development of models of metal 
skis, which the Rossignol brand 
would manufacture under the 
famous name of the “Allais 60”. 
 

 
Advertising postcard on Allais skis edited by 

Rossignol - Note the position of the egg 
adopted by Jean Vuarnet at the Squaw Valley 

Olympic Games - YS Collection 

 
His skis were used by Jean 
Vuarnet, Olympic champion at 
the 1960 Olympic Winter Games. 
 

 
First Day cover of the American stamp issued 

for the Squaw Valley Olympic Games 
autographed by Jean Vuarnet - YS Collection 

 
After his retirement from French 
skiing, he continued to ski until 
he was 100 years old. He died on 
October 17, 2012 in Sallanches. 
 

 
Cover of L’Equipe Magazine published for the 

100 years of the Legend - YS Collection 

HORS-PISTES is also on Facebook. 
Come and join us to present, discuss 
on your collections but also to discover 
other ski collections. SEE YOU SOON !! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/208753627008803/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/208753627008803/
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THE FRENCH SKICROSS 

Skicross is a discipline of freestyle 
or freestyle skiing. Freestyle skiing 
includes six disciplines, the first 
five of which are entered in the 
Winter Olympics: freestyle 
jumping, slopestyle, moguls, 
skicross, half pipe and big air. 

Skicross consists of a race over a 
600m long course on a slope of 
around 33%, made up of bumps, 
steep curves and jumps. The 
competition consists of two 
phases. The qualifying phase 
where the skiers go down the track 
alone. The sixteen skiers and the 
thirty-two skiers who set the best 
times enter the second phase, the 
final phase. The skiers start four by 
four and descend the slope the 
fastest and are only retained the 
first two for the next lap. The 
podium will therefore be played 
between the last four qualified for 
the final. 
 

 
 

Poster of the First X Europe Winter Games 
YS  Collection 

 

Le skicross se développe grâce aux 
X Winter Games.  

 
Affiche officielle Skicross  - Vancouver 2010 - Internet 

In 2010, it became an Olympic event 
at the Olympic Winter Games in 
Vancouver. 
Skicross developed and was 
recognized in France in the early 
2000s, thanks in particular to the 
women of the French team. Indeed, 
the first eight World Cups are won 
by two French women. The very first 
of 2002-2003 was won by Valentine 
Scuotto. 
 

 
 

Valentine Scuotto, right on a podium in Tignes 
gettyimages.fr 

 
Autographed postcard - YS Collection 

 
But it is above all Ophélie David with 
seven consecutive World Cups (2003 
to 2010), a title of World Champion 
and six medals including four gold at 
the Winter X Games (2006 to 2011) 
who gives her first titles of nobility to 
discipline with the general French 
public. 
 

 
 

Poster Marion Josserand, medalist at the Vancouver 
Olympic Games - YS Collection 
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Over its last five years, French 
skicross has remained a safe bet in 
skiing and regularly includes the 
Saguezometer (Accounting for 
the podiums of French teams in 
snow events by the National 
Technical Director of the French 
Ski Federation, Fabien Saguez). 
 

 
Postcard signed by 

the France Team 2015 - YS Collection 

 

 
Autographed World Cup cap 

by Jean Frédéric Chapuis - YS Collection 

 
Photo signed by 

Jean Frédéric Chapuis - YS Collection 
 

Four of the last five men's World Cups 
have been won by a Frenchman: three 
by Jean-Frédéric Chapuis and one by 
Bastien Midol. 
 

 
Poster published by the Crest-Volland station for the 

title of François Place - www.valdarly-
montblanc.com 

and eight medals including two 
titles (Jean-Frédéric Chapuis again 
and François Place this year) were 
won at the World Championships. 

 
Cover of the Team signed by our three tricolors 

 YS Collection 

 
But the best French performance is 
surely the Olympic treble obtained 
at the Olympic Winter Games in 
Sochi in 2014. Jean-Frédéric Chapuis 
still, Arnaud Bovolenta and 
Jonathan Midol monopolize the 
Olympic podium in the discipline. 

The World Cup is entering its nineteenth year, and the French resorts, Tignes, Flaine, Méribel, Les Contamines, 
Val Thorens… (to name but a few) have always been involved in the organization of World Cup. 
 

 
Poster of the Skicross World Cup in Val-

Thorens - YS Collection 

Skicross World Cup tumbler in Megève  
 YS Collection 

 

 
Contamines World Cup Skicross Poster 

 YS Collection 
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SKI AND OLYMPISM EXHIBITION 

The third Youth Winter Olympic 
Games were organized by the city 
of Lausanne (Switzerland) from 
January 9 to 22 this year. 
 

 
Yodli mascot - YS Collection 

 

 
Swiss Stamp Block - YS Collection 

The competitions took place in the 
three Swiss cantons of Vaud, Valais 
and Grisons, but also in Prémanon in 
the Jura department, in France. These 
were the first cross-border games of 
all olympics games. 
 

 
Private edition postcard - YS Collection 

The biathlon, ski jumping and Nordic 
combined jumping events took place 
at the Tuffes Nordic Stadium, also 
known as the Jason Lamy-Chappuis 
Stadium. The 2010 Nordic Combined 
Olympic champion comes from the 
neighboring town of Bois d’Amont. 

 
Tuffes Stadium Poster - YS Collection 

 

An exhibition of objects from the 
"Musée du ski et de la Tradition 
Rousselande", elements from the 
Olympic Museum of Lausanne and 
objects from the Haut-Jura 
Olympic athletes was held at Les 
Rousses. 

 
Musée du ski et de la Tradition Rousselande :  
The museum is a private museum created in 1983 by a Rousseland 
enthusiast. This is one of the most important collections of French skiing 
(from 1850 to the present day) and exceptional bobsleds (from 1895 to 
1968) on display at the LE GRAND TETRAS stopover and holiday lodge in 
Les Rousses. 

Hervé Balland medal at the Falun World 
Championships in 1993 

 

 

 

 
YS  Photo  

 

 
Cellard edition postcard - YS Collection 
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Old skis - Le Grand Tétras collection 

 

Several themes are discussed; 
some local ones with the history 
of skiing in the Haut-Jura (the 
arrival of skiing, the evolution of 
skiing, local manufacturers 
(Vandel, Lacroix)), 
 

 
Different models of snowshoes 

 Le Grand Tétras collection 

the Olympic Games for Jura skiers or 
the Jura and the history of local ski 
jumps. 
 

 
Victor Arbez's bib at the Olympic Games in Squaw 

Valley - Le Grand Tétras Collection 
 

 
Hervé Balland's bib in the 50 km cross-country 
skiing at the 1992 Albertville Olympic Games 

Le Grand Tétras collection 

Others more general, referring in 
particular to the evolution of 
disciplines (alpine skiing, ski 
jumping, biathlon, cross-country 
skiing, Nordic combined) at the 
Olympic Games. 
 

 
Sébastien Lacroix's ski jumping 

Le Grand Tétras collection 

But also the story of the first French 
Olympic medalists at the 1924 
Chamonix Winter Olympics (see 
Hors-Pistes N ° 0) 

 
Chamonix 1924 Olympic Games Medal 

 
Old skis - Le Grand Tétras collection 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Various 
Olympic 

medals won by 
the 

Rousselands 
Champions 

 


